
Bold Believers Church of Christ, also known as Northwest 
Church of Christ, is a growing congregation of 250 members 
with various ministries eagerly serving the Lord.

The Church is located in a tough neighborhood, with a large 
homeless population, and because it is such a sprawling facility, 
staff felt they needed a robust security system to protect their 
assets. During recent renovations, a door was accidently left 
unlocked, providing an opportunity for someone to break in. 

3xLOGIC and Sonitrol SW Ohio implemented industry-leading 
video and audio verification technology, which provides police 
responders with real-time situational updates when dispatched 
to the church. Church of Christ has installed 3xLOGIC Multi-
Sensor devices connected to the Sonitrol Central Station to 
provide an active, visible deterrent to break-ins.

 § Immediately upon entering the church, the perpetrator 
was detected by the Multi-Sensor devices and the Sonitrol 
Operator was able to verify the intrusion within seconds 
using motion, video, and audio sensors.
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Dayton Church Catches the Bad Guys 
with Verified Video Surveillance 
from Sonitrol and 3xLOGIC

“This was a great success story. The church was quite 

pleased with this apprehension because it sends a clear 

message to the neighborhood:  don’t mess around, 

you’re going to get caught! 

–Alison Shiver, Marketing Manager, Sonitrol SW Ohio

 § Upon alarm confirmation, the Sonitrol operator 
immediately contacted the dispatcher for local law 
enforcement.

 § The church is a large building with many entrances, and the 
Sonitrol Operator provided a steady stream of information 
updates to ensure real-time coordination with the law 
enforcement officers on the scene.

 § The Operator was able to guide the police to the suspect’s 
exact location, give a description of the suspect, and 
facilitate an apprehension before there was any damage 
or loss of assets.

 § In addition to the Multi-Sensor devices, the church has a 
number of 3xLOGIC outdoor cameras tied to a VIGIL NVR.

 § Watch the video and listen in on a real-time apprehension:  
https://youtu.be/rmUUS-B8tH4 
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THE PRODUCTS
3xLOGIC Recording Appliances powered by the VIGIL Video 
Management System (VMS) Suite of Products, are a distinct 
combination of hardware and software that were collectively 
engineered to maximize performance and functionality.

The 3MP IP Outdoor Dome camera provides high-definition 
video at a full 2048 x 1536 pixels for outdoor video surveillance 
applications requiring superior clarity and detail. It is ideal for 
locations such as schools, government, hotels, banks, muse-
ums and supermarkets.

The 3xLOGIC Indoor Multi-Sensor NVR is a cube style, 2MP 
camera that goes far beyond being an IP video camera. The 
Multi-Sensor boasts the ability to host VIGIL Server, allowing 
the camera to record video to the onboard SD card, with full 
search capabilities in VIGIL Client and in the View Lite II and 
infinias mobile apps. Additionally, use VIGIL Central Manage-
ment (VCM) to monitor online/offline and recording status as 
well as number of days of recorded footage. A true all-in-one 
solution, built-in Passive Infrared (PIR) sensors, 2-way audio 
with VIGIL Server, and digital I/O allow the Multi-Sensor to be 
an alarm annunciator, audio system, and video recorder in one, 
small unit.
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